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Summary__________________________________________________________
The #1 New York Times bestseller!
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Reckoners series, the Mistborn
trilogy, and the Stormlight Archive comes the second book in an epic series about a girl
with a secret in a dangerous world at war for humanity's future.
All her life, Spensa has dreamed of becoming a pilot. Of proving she's a hero like her father. She
made it to the sky, but the truths she learned about her father were crushing. The rumors of his
cowardice are true--he deserted his flight during battle against the Krell. Worse, though, he turned
against his team and attacked them.
Spensa is sure there's more to the story. And she's sure that whatever happened to her father in his
starship could happen to her. When she made it outside the protective shell of her planet, she heard
the stars--and it was terrifying. Everything Spensa has been taught about her world is a lie.
But Spensa also discovered a few other things about herself--and she'll travel to the end of the
galaxy to save humankind if she needs to.
"[A] nonstop, highflying opener." --Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review
"With this action-packed trilogy opener, Sanderson offers up a resourceful, fearless heroine
and a memorable cast."--Publishers Weekly, Starred Review
"Sanderson delivers a cinematic adventure that explores the defining aspects of the individual
versus the society. . . . Fans of Sanderson will not be disappointed." --SLJ
"It is impossible to turn the pages fast enough." --Booklist
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"He's simply a brilliant writer. Period." --Patrick Rothfuss, author of the New York Times
bestseller The Name of the Wind, on Brandon Sanderson.

Brandon’s major books for the second half of 2016 are The Dark
Talent, the final volume in Alcatraz Smedry’s autobiographical
account of his battle against the Evil Librarians who secretly
rule our world, and Arcanum Unbounded, the collection of short
fiction in the Cosmere universe that includes the Mistborn series
and the Stormlight
Archive, among others. This collection features The Emperor’s
Soul, Mistborn: Secret History, and a brand-new Stormlight
Archive novella, Edgedancer.
Earlier this year he released Calamity, the finale of the #1 New
York Times bestselling Reckoners trilogy that began with
Steelheart .
Brandon Sanderson was born in 1975 in Lincoln, Nebraska. As a
child Brandon enjoyed reading, but he lost interest in the types
of titles often suggested to him, and by junior high he never
cracked a book if he could help it. This changed when an eighth
Brandon Sanderson
grade teacher gave him Dragonsbane by Barbara Hambly.
Brandon was working on his thirteenth novel when Moshe Feder
at Tor Books bought the sixth he had written. Tor has published
Elantris, the Mistborn trilogy and its followup The Alloy of Law,
Warbreaker, and The Way of Kings and Words of Radiance, the
first two in the planned ten-volume series The Stormlight
Archive. He was chosen to complete Robert Jordan’s Wheel of
Time series; 2009’s The Gathering Storm and 2010’s Towers of
Midnight were followed by the final book in the series, A
Memory of Light, in January 2013. Four books in his middlegrade Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series have been released
in new editions by Starscape, and his novella Infinity Blade
Awakening was an ebook bestseller for Epic Games
accompanying their acclaimed Infinity Blade iOS video game
series. Two more novellas, Legion and The Emperor’s Soul, were
released by Subterranean Press and Tachyon Publications in
2012, and 2013 brought two young adult novels, The Rithmatist
from Tor and Steelheart from Delacorte.
The only author to make the short list for the David Gemmell
Legend Award six times in four years, Brandon won that award
in 2011 for The Way of Kings. The Emperor’s Soul won the 2013
Hugo Award for Best Novella. He has appeared on the New York
Times Best-Seller List multiple times, with five novels hitting the
#1 spot.
Currently living in Utah with his wife and children, Brandon
teaches creative writing at Brigham Young University.
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Others book from Brandon Sanderson
THE WAY OF KINGS
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, The Way of Kings, Book One of
the Stormlight Archive begins an incredible new saga of epic proportion.
Roshar is a world of stone and storms. Uncanny tempests of incredible power sweep across the rocky terrain
so frequently that they have shaped ecology and civilization alike. Animals hide in shells, trees pull in
branches, and grass retracts into the soilless ground. Cities are built only where the ...

WORDS OF RADIANCE
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, Words of Radiance, Book Two
of the Stormlight Archive, continues the immersive fantasy epic that The Way of Kings began.
Expected by his enemies to die the miserable death of a military slave, Kaladin survived to be given
command of the royal bodyguards, a controversial first for a low-status "darkeyes." Now he must protect
the king and Dalinar from every common peril as well as the distinctly ...

OATHBRINGER
The #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Words of Radiance, from epic fantasy author
Brandon Sanderson at the top of his game.
In Oathbringer, the third volume of the New York Times bestselling Stormlight Archive, humanity faces a
new Desolation with the return of the Voidbringers, a foe with numbers as great as their thirst for
vengeance.
Dalinar Kholin’s Alethi armies won a fleeting victory at a terrible cost: The enemy Parshendi ...

MISTBORN
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action.
For a thousand years the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa slaved in misery
and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver of Infinity," reigned with absolute power
and ultimate terror, divinely invincible. Then, when hope was so long lost that not even its memory ...

A MEMORY OF LIGHT
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read Selection! Now in development for TV!
Since 1990, when Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time® burst on the world with its first book, The
Eye of the World, readers have been anticipating the final scenes of this extraordinary saga,
which has sold over forty million copies in over thirty languages. A Memory of Light is the
fantastic conclusion to the internationally-bestselling epic fantasy ...
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TOWERS OF MIDNIGHT
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read Selection! Now in development for TV!
Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has captivated millions of readers
around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling characters.
In Towers of Midnight, the Last Battle has started. The seals on the Dark One's prison are crumbling. The
Pattern itself is unraveling, and the armies of the Shadow have begun to boil ...

THE MISTBORN TRILOGY
The New York Times bestselling series from Brandon Sanderson. This boxed set contains:
Mistborn, The Well of Ascension, and The Hero of Ages
At the publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management software (DRM)
applied...

STEELHEART
The #1 New York Times bestseller from Brandon Sanderson, the author of Oathbringer, coauthor
of Robert Jordan’s The Wheel of Time series, and creator of the internationally bestselling
Mistborn trilogy. And don’t miss the rest of the Reckoners series: Firefight and Calamity.
How far would you go for revenge if someone killed your father?
If someone destroyed your city?
If everything you ever...

THE ALLOY OF LAW
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action.
Three hundred years after the events of the Mistborn trilogy, Scadrial is now on the verge of modernity,
with railroads to supplement the canals, electric lighting in the streets and the homes of the wealthy, and
the first steel-framed skyscrapers racing for the clouds.
Kelsier, Vin, Elend, Sazed, Spook, and ...

THE GATHERING STORM
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read Selection! Now in development for TV!
Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has captivated millions of readers
around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling characters.
The Wheel of Time turns and Ages come and go, leaving memories that become legend. Legend fades to
myth, and even myth is long forgotten when the Age that gave it birth returns again. ...

THE WELL OF ASCENSION
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action.
The impossible has been accomplished. The Lord Ruler -- the man who claimed to be god incarnate and
brutally ruled the world for a thousand years -- has been vanquished. But Kelsier, the hero who
masterminded that triumph, is dead too, and now the awesome task of building a new world has been left to
his young protég...

THE HERO OF AGES
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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action.
Who is the Hero of Ages?
To end the Final Empire and restore freedom, Vin killed the Lord Ruler. But as a result, the Deepness--the
lethal form of the ubiquitous mists--is back, along with increasingly heavy ashfalls and ever more powerful
earthquakes. Humanity appears to be doomed.
Having escaped ...

ELANTRIS
In 2005, Brandon Sanderson debuted with Elantris, an epic fantasy unlike any other then on the
market. To celebrate its tenth anniversary, Tor is reissuing Elantris in a special edition, a fresh
chance to introduce it to the myriad readers who have since become Sanderson fans.
This new edition begins with a preface by author Dan Wells, the first person to read the completed novel,
and a new afterword by Sanderson explaining how he came to write the book and its ...

FIREFIGHT
The #1 New York Times bestseller and sequel to Steelheart from Brandon Sanderson, the author
of Oathbringer, coauthor of Robert Jordan’s The Wheel of Time series, and creator of the
internationally bestselling Mistborn trilogy, presents the second book in the Reckoners series:
Firefight. And don’t miss Calamity, the exciting conclusion to the Reckoners series!
Newcago is free.
They told David it was ...

SHADOWS OF SELF
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action.
Three hundred years after the events of the Mistborn trilogy, Scadrial is now on the verge of modernity,
with railroads to supplement the canals, electric lighting in the streets and the homes of the wealthy, and
the first steel-framed skyscrapers racing for the clouds.
When family obligations forced ...

CALAMITY
Order the sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling novel Firefight today!
From the bestselling author of the Mistborn series and Words of Radiance comes Calamity, the final book
in the #1 New York Times bestselling Reckoners series: Steelheart, Firefight, and Calamity.
When Calamity lit up the sky, the Epics were born. David’s fate has been tied to their villainy ever since
that historic night...

THE BANDS OF MOURNING
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action.
Three hundred years after the events of the Mistborn trilogy, Scadrial is now on the verge of modernity,
with railroads to supplement the canals, electric lighting in the streets and the homes of the wealthy, and
the first steel-framed skyscrapers racing for the clouds.
The Bands of Mourning are the mythical ...
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The Booksmatter includes most top eBooks, suggestions and feedback from our visitors. Make sure
to have an appearance at the special collections for interesting finds. There are more than 4,000
eBooks readily available in this website in formats compatible to most eReaders (PDF, Kindle, ePubs,
iPad, iBooks and more). Almost all of them can be downloaded for totally free and more e-books are
contributed to the library continually. Delighted reading!
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